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Connected to this work a performance of breathing rituals is developed. You are welcome to participate in this set
of seven rituals
for collective growth that centralizes
communication between humans and
non-humans, by the simple exchange
of oxygen and carbon dioxide.
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1
LUNGS: COSMIC BREATHING 1a—b

Position yourself in a squatting position, root your
fingers in the grass, breathe out and make yourself
empty and relaxed. When you slowly breathe in,
you grow your body vertically to the sun through
a centre line and stretch your arms out, keep your
breath for 2 seconds, and slowly breathe out,
deflate yourself and go back to the root position
through the center line.
Repeat this five times very slowly and five
times very fast. Join the breathing rhythm
and movement of another person. Relax
and start again: now you can stretch out
with different body parts in any direction
and connect to the elements around you.

2
SYMBIOSIS 2a—b

Take a branch and place it on a joint or the extremities of another person. When this person moves,
keep the branch attached to the body. Inhale and
exhale deeply and reposition the branch on the
body with every breath. Connect your breathing
and body through the branch.

3
SPIRALS: PAST AND FUTURE steps 3a—c

RESPIRE, THE WORLD BEGINS WITH TREES

Respire, the world begins with trees
explores the symbiotic network that
plants and trees use to communicate to grow, and how this interactive ‘colony’ model offers both
a paradigm for considering movement and migration
of people in Arnhem.
The tree of life motif in the sculpture
refers to the fractal geometry of plant structures,
wherein similar patterns appear on
both micro and macro levels. The
clay for the bricks that compose the
integrated sculpture was sourced
from a variety of locations, imbuing the bricks with different colours
and textures. The leaf prints
that adorn some of the bricks
are from local foliage found
in Park Sonsbeek. Each leaf reveals a branching pattern similar to
the whole; the tree of life connects
to ancestry, the tree of knowledge,
the world or cosmic tree.

Take two big branches and slowly draw spirals
with the branches on the grass. You can turn your
body around your axis and bring the branches up
into the air while you are spinning. If you get dizzy, go slow! Turn to the other direction and spiral
outward.

4
FRACTALS: COLLECTIVE GROWTH 4a—b

Lie down in the grass with your arms next to your
body. Relax and breathe through your mouth.
When you breathe out you can make a sound:
“aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa…”
If you are with a group, you can lie down
with your feet above the head of the other
person and make a connected chain. Every
time you are the last person in the chain
you stand up, walk along the other bodies,
and place yourself again with your feet
connected to somebody’s head.

5
HEART: MEMORY 5a—b

Find two sturdy branches, kneel, and tap the two
branches together and create a steady rhythm. If
you are with more people, collaborate and communicate with your community through the beat.
By conscious breathing, you can control your
heart rhythm, and your emotional rhythm.

6
SPIRIT: ENERGY STREAM 6a—b

Place two fingers on your wrist and feel your
heartbeat. Feel the rhythm and make a hiss sound
on every beat: “sss, sss, sss”.
Walk on the beat through the space. You
can place your feet and body in different
directions on the beat. Forward, backward,
sideways, jumping, skipping, playful and
dance in this continuous stream of energy.
Keep on going, the beat never stops.

7
FIRE BREATHING 7a

Take a branch and find a comfortable position
and balance it on your body. Start the fire breathing: breathe one time deeply in and push the air
through your nose shortly out and in again, repeat
this around 20 times. Contract your stomach muscles when you push the air out. Your diaphragm
will be pushed up and your lungs push the air out
through your nose, automatically your lungs will
refill with air and let your belly inflate again. Try to
breathe in a fast rhythm. Then change your body
position and balance the branch while continuing
the fire breathing. Repeat this a couple of times.
Your blood will stream faster, you can take in more
oxygen and your senses open.

BREATHING RITUALS Choreography: Marjolein Vogels Dancers: Suzanne de Bekker, Aika Goto, Vera Goetzee, Rob Polmann, Daria Titova, Marjolein Vogels

